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Addendum 2017-02-20: I posted about the $10 DIY Arduino data logger in July 2014, and there have been
several updates to the way I assemble the basic three component logger since the early version described
here. If you Googled directly to this post, then you might want to start by reading: â˜€ How to Build an Arduino
Data Logger â˜€ which links throughâ€¦
A DIY Arduino data logger for $10 from 3 components (2014
With the DS18B20 temperature sensors in place, it was time to add the 'depth' part of the standard CDT
suite. After reading an introduction to the Fundamentals of Pressure Sensor Technology, I understood that
most of the pressure sensors out there would not be suitable for depth sensing because they are gauge
pressure sensors, which need to have aâ€¦
Tutorial: Using an MS5803 pressure sensor with Arduino
Charge controllers can contain many things, including meters, fuses/breakers, and even MPPT devices but
their main function is to control the way the turbine charges a battery so as to prevent overcharging it.
Charge controllers using relays or PWM type? | Hugh
The battery bank is 48Vdc, but made of Silver calcium batteries that have a higher charging voltage profile
than standard FLA's. I have a spare MPPT, and I want to re-purpose to charge the Golf cart 48V batteries.
Forums - Power Forum - Renewable Energy Discussion
Design Guide for 12V Systems â€“ Dual Batteries, Solar Panels and Inverters. last updated 30/08/2018.
Need help deciding how youâ€™re going to power your beer fridge? This is a design guide for 12V systems
or dual battery systems used in vehicle setups for touring and camping.
Design Guide for 12V Systems â€“ Dual Batteries, Solar
Super-Elastic Signal Stick 2 m / 70 cm 1/4-wave vertical nitinal (nickel-titanium-aluminum) flexible whip 10 W
/ 3.0 dBi gain Currently installed on several of my Baofeng HTs Very difficult-to-beat antenna for
performance, flexibility, and weight for the price
Ham Radio Equipment - Noji's Corner
Yutaka Hata, Shoji Kobashi, and Hiroshi Nakajima: On September 6, 2017, we lost a great researcher, Prof.
Lotfi A. Zadeh, the one who introduced one of the most important mathematical concepts that gets a good
rapport with reality.
JACIII | Fuji Technology Press Official Site : academic
Role of shift registers (74HC595) The use of shift registers minimizes the number of I/O pins required to drive
the columns of the LED matrix. For driving 16 columns separately, we need 16 I/O pins of microcontroller,
however, with the use of two 74HC595 ICs, this number is reduced to 3. 74HC595 is an 8-stage serial-in,
serial or parallel-out shift register, with a storage register.
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